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Pat Buchanan did something dreadful. He said politically incorrect things…incendiary, in fact and faces
punishment in a New America where free speech is now applied more to rights to pornography and
protections for curse words than to actual ideas.
What exactly did Pat do? He wrote a book, “Suicide of a Superpower: Will America Survive until 2025?”
He included chapters like “The End of White America” predicting whites will be the minority by 2041. In
another, “The Death of Christian America,” he wrote of the assault on Christianity and its values, the loss
of a moral compass as exemplified in gay marriage and abortion. He predicted that America is in the
“Indian summer of our civilization.”
As a result of these thoughts and ideas, a group founded by self‐professed Communist and former Obama
Green Jobs Czar, Van Jones, called Buchanan’s words “hateful” full of “outdated ideas.” “Color of Change,”
is circulating a petition to have Mr. Buchanan fired from MSNBC. Joining their demands have been the
largest homosexual activist group in the country, the Human Rights Campaign, and the Anti‐Defamation
League. “Buchanan continues to show his true colors by espousing hateful, bigoted statements in his new
book,” said Abraham Foxman, the national director. He continued, “We…urge MSNBC …to ensure their
brand is no longer associated with Buchanan’s history of passing off white supremacy ideology as
mainstream political commentary.”
Buchanan hasn’t appeared on air at MSNBC since publication of the book in October. “When Pat was on
his book tour, because of the content of the book, I didn’t think it should be part of the national dialogue
much less part of the dialogue on MSNBC,” said MSNBC President Phil Griffin.
And with those words, Pat Buchanan faces what many thinking Americans have been facing, the loss of
favor, then advancement and sometimes jobs. It’s no surprise groups like Human Rights Campaign who
thrive on intimidation of opponents would demand such of Buchanan. He dares to say that homosexual
practice and gay marriage are contrary to Christian principles…anathema. Such opposition shall be
silenced at all costs.
Leftist Jewish organizations like ADL whose gold standard is “tolerance” are absolutely intolerant of
Christ‐followers or anyone they perceive don’t embrace the sacred cow of political correctness with
regard to race. Buchanan has mentioned race and faith in a way they hate and he must be silenced.
But most of all it is no surprise that a Communist like Van Jones would demand the destruction of free
thought. That’s what Communists and Fascists do. Russian Nobel Prize winner, Alexander Solzhenitsyn
was one of the great minds of the Soviet Empire, but refused to conform to its madness. He was exiled
and silenced in the Siberian Gulag.
Stalin murdered his opponents. So did Mao Zedong, Kim il Sung, Castro and Hitler. It’s what despots do.
One has only to visit the S‐21 Prison in Phnom Phen, Cambodia, to see how the Khmer Rouge handled
people who simply thought differently. Intellectuals were rounded up and imprisoned in what once had
been a school. As millions were slaughtered in the “Killing Fields,” these men were rounded up for
torture. You can still see the metal‐framed beds, photos on the walls of their bodies lying in pools of
blood, with actual bloodstains on the floor. Their crime was not violent opposition, but thinking
differently…having a different point of view.

It is no small thing that some want to silence Pat Buchanan and that his current network, MSNBC, is
actually entertaining the notion. Van Jones knows what he’s demanding. He has embraced Communism.
But what of HRC? Is there a limit they would go to silence their opposition? Can they not defend their
positions with words of reason or persuasion? Is their commitment to homosexuality so fragile, it cannot
be defended in the court of ideas?
Does the ADF want to foster a country like many well remember that arrests and targets and tortures and
murders people for having another God and a different set of beliefs?
Does MSNBC want to see the death of the First Amendment in this great country? A cable network cannot
handle honest debate…really? The Founders put the guarantee of Free Speech first not tenth on the list of
rights because they remembered all too well the punishments of dissent under King George.
Pat Buchanan is an American intellectual who believes America is currently committing suicide. He has a
right to say it and to write it. And if we don’t defend the rights of free speech in others, we ARE
contributing to that suicide by standing by until the bony fingers of intimidation slowly close around our
own necks.
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